Western Region Annual Raffle
The 2016 Western Region Annual Raffle has not but TWO GREAT PRIZES and
TWO LUCKY WINNERS. The first ticket holder drawn will have their choice of an
Upland Bird Hunt for 4 persons or a Beretta Over/Under Shotgun. The second person
drawn will receive the other prize.
Hunt Oregon, LLC, has graciously donated an upland
bird hunt for four people, for three days, and four nights.
All meals are included and there is a hosted open bar.
Transportation to and from the Pasco, WA Airport and bird
processing is included. The total value of the package is
$12,000.00. The hunt will take place on the famous
Cunningham Sheep Company ranch. One of the largest family owned ranched in Oregon,
these properties have only been open to family and friends until now.
A Beretta Over/Under 686 Silver Pigeon 20/28 gauge Two
Barrel Set will be the other prize awarded. This is a great
gun and the two barrel set makes it special. The retail value
of this set is $3,500.00.
The raffle will be limited to one-hundred and twenty tickets at
$100.00 each. The first ticket holder drawn will have their choice
of an Upland Bird Hunt for 4 persons or the Beretta Over/Under
Shotgun. The second person drawn will receive the other prize.
Tickets are available from any Western Region Member.
The Western Region is very fortunate that we have this opportunity. Rather than doing a
number of fund raisers during the year we are able to support our testing and training
activities with this one raffle. To that end we are asking for your support.
The Board is asking that each member of the Western Region help with the marketing of
the WR. You have received two WR raffle tickets and a copy of the WR Flyer.
We encourage you to make the tickets available to your family, friends, hunting
companions, and acquaintances. It’s a great opportunity to experience great upland bird
hunting or win a very nice shotgun. Marketing of the tickets has been done in numerous
ways:
 Individual purchase
 Two couples purchasing a ticket and splitting the cost
 Four hunting buddies splitting the cost of a ticket
 Four hunting buddies buying four tickets to enhance their chances
Please help with the marketing of the WR Raffle. If you need additional tickets please do
not hesitate to contact Frank O’Leary at 509-520-7483 or frankol@pocketinet.com

